Definition. An element a belonging to the QJA J is said to be invertible if there exists an element b belonging to J suoh that Ua(b) a and UaUfe(1) • 1.
The following conditions are aquiva~ lent» (1) the eleoent a is invertible* (2) there exists oe J such that U a (c) « 1, (3) the element U a is invertible in the ring End J.
Proof.
(1) => (2) . If a is invertible, then there exists a,beJ such that U a (b) = a and U a U^(l) = 1. It suffices to set c = U b (1) . (2) The element b appearing in the de finition of an invertible element is uniquely determined.
Proof. The conclusion follows from condition (3) of the theorem.
The element b appearing in the definition of an invertible element is said to be the inverse of a and is denoted by a" 1 . Let us note, moreover, that a" 1 « U~1(a). T»h e o r e m 2.
If a is an invertible element of the QJA J, then (1) the element U 1 is the inverse of U. in End J, a" 1 8 (2) the element a is also invertible and (a ) = a. Proof.
(1) Let b = a" 1 . By the proof of the impli cation Definition. We say that the QJA J is a division QJA if an; element belonging to J and distinct from zero is invertible.
Examples. " . 1* If B is an associative division algebra, then from part (3) of Theorem 1 it follows that B + is a division QJA.
2. Let J s Jord(Q,1), where Q is a quadratic form with basic point 1. Then J is a division QJA if and only if the form Q is anisotropic [5] • 3. There exists also sxaaplea of exceptional division QJA [5] .
Wecessary conditions
*e shall now give some simple neoessary conditions under which the QJA J can be embedded into a division QJA. 
follows that H is closed with respect to the addition* We shall now verify that H is closed with respect to the operation U. Prom Theorem 2 §1 and from axiom QJ^ it follows that The condition (2) in the statement of Theorem 4 will be oalled Ore's condition, since it is similar to the Ore's condition for noncomautetive rings. ..,a n , b^.>e J.
Let us observe that these conditions are not independent. For instance, the conditions (1) and (4) isplj (2) . Indeed, from condition (1) it follows that since the mapping U_ is injactive, we may cancel at the left-hand side by U a . From (1) and (4) follows (3); it suffices to set c = U b (1), d » U Q (1). Since condition (4) implies that the semigroup of endomorphisms of the linear space J generated by U_ (a t 0) is commutative, we may also cancel at the right-hand side by U_. The conditions (1) - (5) are consistent, they are all satisfied, say, in the QJA A + , where A is a commutative field.
The following theorem is fundamental. Theorem 5.
If the field $ has at least four elements and if the QJA J satisfies the conditions (1) - (5), then there exists a division QJA containing J.
The proof of this theorem will be divided into several parts in order to show more clearly the role of the different conditions (1) - (5) in the argument.
For the particular case considered in this paper we shall first state the theorem of Cohn [3] .
Definition. The semigroup £ is said to be directed if for any a, [i belonging to £ there exist a' t (3' belonging to £ such that (3' <x = a'/J . (1) it follows that the elements of E are injective mappings and that in U the left cancellation lea holds. From condition (2) and from the form of the elements of the semigroup S it follows that in L « also, tha right cancellation law holds. In our case we take as D the ^-module J and as E the semigroup of sn^omorphisms of J generated by all the U for 0 t aeJ acting in the natural way (that is, e a = ot for a e S ). Since condition (1) Implies that the endomorphisms ex. e 2 are infective, it follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 6 that there exists a i>-module B containing J, on which the semigroup £ acts by extending the endomorphisms from £ to the automorphisms of the module B. The extension of the endomorphism cx e £ described in Theorem 6 will be denoted by ex. Since 2D acts on B by extensions, for a, (3 e L we have oc/3 = a¡5 and U 1 = id^. Proof. Let a « ...U a , a^ J \ {o}. The proof will be performed by induction with respect to n. For n 1 the conclusion is obvious* Assuma that it is true for elements being products of n-1 endomorphisms and that <x s « U ..,U , n>1. 
Sinoe Theorem 6 implies that any element of B is of the form â" 1 , a e £ , ae J, it follows from Lemma 2 that any element of B is of the form (a)., ae J, xe J\{o}. If the semigroup E is directed, then for any a^ocg»... t« n c S (n^2) there exist .. ,/3 n e E such that P-j 0^ = f^a^t i » 2,...,n.
For n = 2 the conclusion follows from the definition of a directed semigroup. Assume that it is true for any system of n-1 elements of E and let be given elements ,a n £ E From the inductive assumption and from the definition of a directed semigroup it follows that there exists elements 
Making again uaa of QJ^ wa get
VkWc = WdW
Henoe it follows that but now (LU^O a U"U T U., is an isomorphism of the ^-module B, C i v v p L 8 henoe u: 1 ujj~1 -0T 1 U>0r 1 .
c o c a c e _ Making now use of condition (3) we shall show that (B, U, 1) satisfies QJ^ --QJ^.«Theorem 6 implies that U^ = id Qt that is, (B, 0, 1) satisfies QJ^. From the definition of D x and from Lemma 3 it is clearly seen'that (B, U, 1) satisfies also the axiom QJp.
'' We shall now sfiow that (B t U, 1) satisfies the axiom QJ^» that is Off = 5Jj,lL for any k,l e B. Prom Lemma 3 it folk( 1) k 1 K lows that there exist elements a,b,c e J, c 4 0, such that k = U~1(a)» 1 = U~1(b). Ore's condition implies the existenoe c c of elements x,y £ J such that Uy (ij(*) = Therefore from 
